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Automotive recyclers have been in business ever since 
the first Model T rolled off the assembly line.

Most Auto Recyclers started out as family owned 
operations with relatively few employees. 

Today there are small, medium , and large 
independent recycling operations, also through the 
years large corporately owned recyclers have entered 
the marketplace. Many independent recyclers moved 
to specialization, such as trucks and SUV’s or carrying 
only Asian, European or American vehicles.

The Automotive Recycling Association started in 1943 
as an international trade association which has 
represented an industry dedicated to the efficient 
removal and reuse of automotive parts, and the safe 
disposal of inoperable motor vehicles. 

The first “yard management system” was introduced 
to the industry in 1984 by Hollander.
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Environmental Benefits

Quality used OEM mechanical and sheet metal parts 

available to repairers

More economical mechanical and collision repairs 

Increased utilization of salvaged vehicle parts

Salvage value of vehicle maximized

Less scrap metal and plastics going to shredder

Insurers recover costs associated with Total Loss 

vehicle by selling the T/L vehicles to recyclers

Positive effect on auto accident severity trends

Everyone wins
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“Best In Class” recyclers are streamlining processes to 
expedite matching supply with demand to deliver quality 
products in a timely manner. Processes receiving the most 
attention include:

Safety
Purchasing
Inventory
Dismantling
Parts Specialist
Order Fulfillment
Quality Control
Delivery

Recyclers striving to compete in today’s environment need to 
distinguish their individual operations from the others in the 
market place.

Recyclers need to:
provide a quality product through accurate grading and 

descriptions
price competitively
deliver parts and service in a timely manner 
provide product guarantees

The collision repair industry can be confident recyclers can meet 
the rising expectations of their customers, the vehicle owner and 
insurers, when they partner with " Best in Class" recyclers.  
Customers include collision repairers, mechanical repairers, 
insurers and the general public.
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Safety

Recyclers understand the importance of 
maintaining a safe environment for their 
employees.

Safety is important to the employee as well 
as helping the employer to maintain cost of 
insurance, workers comp etc.

Keeping a clean and safe work environment 
increases productivity which in turn benefits 
the customer.

Recyclers are requiring that employees 
wear PPE (personal protection equipment) 
in the production areas to prevent 
recordable injury incidences.   
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Purchasing
Vehicles are acquired through 
different means

Auctions- insurance 
company total loss pools
Manufactures – program, 
test or reacquired 
vehicles
Catastrophe – bid and 
purchase the full group of 
vehicles damaged as a 
result of a natural 
disaster
Individuals –did not have 
insurance or settled with 
insurance company and 
sold the vehicle directly to 
the recycler.
Contracts – major fleet 
companies, city or county 
vehicles or tow yards    

Recyclers are using complex 
algorithms to define stock 
levels, capture demand data 
and sales history to 
determine salvage vehicle 
values at the time of 
purchase. 
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Purchasing
More sophisticated buying 
strategies aids the recycler 
in reducing inventory 
duplication, ensures the 
correct vehicle parts mix 
and improves the accuracy 
of their pricing model.

Some examples are: 
hand held devices at the 
auctions with satellite 
connectivity to access 
their demand data in 
real time and field 
representatives calling 
in vehicles to an office 
based bidder to analyze 
which vehicles to 
purchase
These systems include 
dynamic part evaluation 
reports to define the top 
selling parts to assist in 
adding value to the 
vehicle to ensure it gets 
purchased at auction
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Inventory
Once the vehicle is purchased and 
arrives at the site, the recyclable 
parts are entered into the system 
by an inventory specialist so the 
parts enter the system quickly 
and are available for sell by the 
parts specialist on a real time 
basis.

Recyclers are using handheld 
devices and centralized data entry 
personnel to enter the inventory 
into the system in real time. 

The inventory specialist is 
provided a report with a list of 
recommended parts to inventory. 
The inventory specialist will 
decide based upon demand data 
whether the parts will be 
dismantled and warehoused, 
inventoried and left on the vehicle 
or surplus and  sold to a core 
buyer.

VIN decoders are used to confirm 
the accuracy on the inventory and 
are associated with each part to 
confirm the legitimacy of the 
vehicle for legal purposes. 

Parts are tracked by VIN and 
stock numbers.
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Inventory
The first publication of interchange 
for recycled parts was created by 
Hollander in the 1934 and is the 
preferred method by recyclers 
today to properly define parts that 
fit the same application of vehicles 
over various year and model 
ranges. An engine from one vehicle 
could fit other models and years. 
The interchange currently indexes 
millions of auto parts and their 
interchangeable equivalents from 
other vehicles. The interchange 
grows every year as updates are 
sent out multiple times annually.

ARA University has created an 
online training guide to help drive 
consistency among recyclers to 
accurately grade and describe the 
parts being inventoried.

Inventory specialists use the ARA 
damage codes and standards to 
accurately grade and describe the 
parts thus maintaining electronic 
integrity of the data provided by 
the information providers.

Approximately 100 part types are 
reviewed on each vehicle to be 
inventoried.

Tags are generated for each 
inventoried part with specific 
information of the vehicle i.e. stock 
number, VIN, descriptions, year 
make and model
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Dismantling

Once the vehicle is 
inventoried, it is 
placed in line based 
on prior sales history 
and demand data.

The inventory 
specialist gives the 
dismantler a report 
stating which parts 
are to be pulled and 
warehoused, 
inspected and left on 
the vehicle or pulled 
to be placed in a core 
bin to be sold to 
remanufacturers. The 
displacement of the 
parts are driven from 
the demand data in 
the yard management 
systems.
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Dismantling

The dismantler is required 
to: 

Maintain a safe working 
environment at all times.
Properly dispose of all 
contaminants including 
Freon, fluids, batteries, 
mercury switches etc.
Compression and oil 
pressure test the engine as 
well as visually inspect the 
transmission case and fluid
Visually inspect body parts 
noting any evidence of 
damage, previous 
refinishing operations or 
repairs, and aftermarket 
parts and grade parts
Confirm the descriptions are 
accurate based upon the 
ARA standards, stock all 
warehouse parts, place the 
cores and contaminates in 
the proper place and bring 
all stocked locations to the 
inventory person for data 
entry
Track all parts by stock 
number and VIN number for 
easy reference
Confirm the accuracy of the 
interchange
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Parts Specialist - The parts specialists are 
responsible for:

Getting the correct information from the 
customer including the VIN, body style, model 
etc. to define the correct match for the request 
using the yard management systems.

Properly communicating the description to the 
customer based upon the ARA damage locator.

Establishing the timing and delivery needs of the 
customer  

Providing quote numbers for all requests so the 
customer can confirm the quality of the part 
when they place the order. There are numerous 
ways to source parts including phone, internet, 
e-mail, and fax.

Communicating any potential delays in the 
delivery time to allow the customer to properly 
schedule any changes in the repair process. 
There are multiple styles of communication 
including, phone e-mail and fax between the 
recycler and the customer.
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Parts Specialist – continued:

Tracking the progress of the order to ensure 
timely delivery

Maintaining a professional, and ethical working 
relationship with the customers. Recyclers are 
constantly enhancing the skills of their parts 
specialist through in house training activities, 
achieving industry accreditations such as URG-
8000 accreditation, ARA Gold Seal, and the use 
of industry  consultants to refine their internal 
processes. 

Maintaining an understanding of the repair 
process to be able to assist the customer in 
obtaining the correct part the first time

Understanding the dynamics and use of 
automated recycled parts procurement tools.

Proper use of assemblies in the repair process. 
The specialist should be able to understand and 
recommend the use of individual parts or an 
assembly based on the information provided by 
the customer.  Maximum efficiency gains for the 
customer
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Order Fulfillment

The parts specialist initiates the order to 
the order fulfillment department.

The order is a shopping list of parts for the 
parts puller to complete the order.

The parts puller locates the part, confirms 
the description, stock number and any 
special instructions match the order. 

The parts puller is trained to recognized 
components which are to be included with 
an assembly based upon the ARA used 
parts guide.

The part is then pulled and delivered to the 

quality control department with the order.
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Quality Control
The quality control department receives the 
parts and order. The parts are cleaned 
properly packaged and staged for 
shipment/delivery to the customer. 

Quality control personnel confirms the 
correct part was pulled, part quality 
matches the description, the accuracy of 
the order and communicates any 
discrepancies to the parts specialist. 

The order is finalized and routed for 
delivery. All paperwork is completed.

This is the last stage and one of the most 
important part of the process.

Effective quality control helps to minimize 
credits and returns.
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Delivery

The driver is given an invoice associated with 
each part for that days delivery. 

The driver is responsible for confirming the 
parts are as described, packaged properly 
and well represented for delivery to the 
customer. 

The driver will optimize the stops for the day 
based delivery commitments and load the 
truck accordingly confirming all parts are 
strapped correctly as not to incur any 
damage in transit. 

The driver completes the final quality control 
check on the parts upon delivery.
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Technology

Recyclers are focused now more than ever on adopting practices 
that enable customers to have electronic access to their 
inventory.

Large consolidators and independent recyclers have combined 
inventories to provide better fill rates.  

Recyclers are expanding technology to allow the customer live 
access to their inventory. This seamless integration reduces 
friction, improves cycle times and fulfillment while expediting the 
estimating process.

Software providers whose sole focus is alternative parts 
utilization are becoming more innovative in their research and 
development of seamless part searches and procurement 
management systems.

Software providers will continue to develop applications 
necessary to integrate with proprietary applications of other 
companies to provide their customers with an efficient and 
seamless process for procuring all part types.   Intelligent part 
procurement tools will enhance the opportunities available for all 
parts suppliers in the market place, increase the efficiency of 
parts procurement, reduce return rates  and create reports to 
measure key performance indicators related to the repair 
process. 

CEICA standards are improving the effectiveness of information 
providers to integrate with the estimating systems.

Allows for sourcing small parts with no interchange that have 
high OEM costs.
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Networking
Recyclers are becoming more involved in collision/mechanical 

repair and insurance industry events on a local and national 
level to ensure their industry is  being accurately represented 
and to help them improve service and support to these 
industries.

Recyclers are involved in industry associations, committees, 
trade shows and other arenas to better relate to the collision 
industry.

Recyclers are becoming more proactive in  communicating 
with their customers by participating in industry committees 
and panels.

They help educate customers on the technological advances in 
the recycling industry.

Through recycling industry associations, shared inventory 
capabilities, joint quality control initiatives and supply chain 
management; recyclers are working together to create best 
practices.

This will allow them to sell more parts and improve the image 
of the industry.

Continuous Improvement
As a result of the development of more robust tools that 
create a demand for more consistent processes recyclers have 
developed an increased transparency.
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Quality Focus

Recyclers quality control processes are 
dynamic. Process changes are implemented 
on an ongoing basis.

Recyclers have created assembly 
descriptions to ensure consistency between 
the customer, the parts specialist, the parts 
puller and the delivery driver regarding 
which components are included to improve 
order accuracy and reduce supplements.
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Assembly Descriptions 
Example

Part 
Name

Components which will always be 
included

Components not included, 
but may be available at 
an additional charge

Front End 
Assembly

Front Bumper Assembly, see front 
bumper), inner structure, Fenders, 
Hood, Header panel, Grill, Valance 
panel, Bolt on radiator support if 
applicable, radiator, condenser, filler 
panels, lamps, induction components 
(air cleaner) shrouds, battery tray, ac 
cooling fan assembly, fluid reservoirs 
and moldings

Sub-frame or cross 
member, suspension, 
Frame rails

Door Left 
or Right, 
Front or 
Rear, 
Sliding 
Cargo and 
Back Door

Glass, door mounted weather-strips, 
window regulator, window motor if 
power, Lock hardware, outside 
handle, Half of hinges if welded to 
door, complete hinges if bolted, 
moldings

Mirrors, Pillar welded 
hinges, pillar mounted 
weather strip, pillar 
mounted latch

Deck Lid 
and 
Tailgate

Lid Mounted weather strip, lid 
mounted latches, locks and hardware, 
outside handle, half of hinges if 
welded to lid, lamps or reflectors if lid 
mounted, defogger (if optioned), 
wiper motor and components if 
optioned, glass as optioned, glass 
weather strip, exterior trim panels 
license bracket, complete hinges if 
bolted, spare tire carrier if optioned, 
moldings if optioned, spoiler if 
optioned

Fillers, rear body panel, 
Quarter or rear body 
panel mounted latches, 
locks or spare tire carrier
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Quality Focus

ARA Standard Cut Sheets – A printed 
diagram of a vehicle (coupe, sedan, mini-
van etc.) is used to denote the cut line for 
the part so the customer is confident the 
part will arrive as needed. This is also 
important due to the new high strength 
steels in vehicles.
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Quality Focus

Returns are analyzed in an effort to 
monitor quality using reason codes i.e. 
Inventory Error, Interchange Error, ETA 
Delay, Excessive Damage etc. 
Enhancements to business practices are 
implemented to prevent returns from 
reoccurring.

The vehicle identification number (VIN) 
is associated with the part to ensure 
the accuracy of the part selected and 
sold to the customer.
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Warranty
Many recyclers provide a limited 
lifetime corrosion guarantee on all 
sheet metal parts. In addition, many 
recyclers warranty the mechanical 
components of sheet metal assemblies 
such as a regulators, lock actuators and 
the latch mechanism in a door.  

Market demands have driven 
mechanical warranties to increase from 
an original standard of 30 days to a 
new standard of 90+ days.

Warranties up to and including a limited 
lifetime warranty are available for 
mechanical parts and may include 
coverage for reasonable labor costs.
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Accurate Condition Descriptions

Recyclers understand the need to have a standardized 
damage code system to help the  customer make an 
informed decision regarding the selection of a recycled 
part. 

Best in class recyclers are utilizing the ARA damage code 
standards and making tremendous progress in ensuring 
that proper codes and descriptions are included in  parts 
inventory fields.  (Slide  Damage code description) 
transition slide

By making this information available at the time of the 
electronic search, the recycler and customer can confirm 
the description matches the part and brings accountability 
to the process.

Properly describing the part allows for increased 
productivity, reduces supplements and  improves cycle 
times.

A standardized methodology for describing the condition 
and grade of a part accurately will enhance the customers 
ability to select the best part for the vehicle electronically 
thus facilitating the repair process.
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Training 

Everyone benefits when recyclers 
employ professional individuals 
with enhanced knowledge of the 
recycled parts industry, and the 
repair process. Appropriate 
computer skills are necessary as 
well as the ability of the individual 
to build strong ethical 
relationships with customers. 

To stay current with the ever-
evolving industry, year round 
training in all departments is 
necessary. 
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Training

Training/certification programs 
for recyclers may include:

ARA University has training 
for ARA damage codes and 
descriptions.

ARA CAR-Certified Auto 
Recycler and Gold Seal

URG 8000

Individualized training includes 
Hazmat, forklift operation, CPR 
etc.
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Cost Effectiveness
The use of procedure page logic has increased the value 
of recycled parts by improving operational efficiencies.

A recycled door assembly may be more effective than 
an OE door skin and additional hours of labor 
involved. 
A quarter section including inner structure and partial 
floor pan may be more effective then the labor and 
cost of buying all separate components OEM and 
building it.

Additional parts that are typically included with the 
recycled parts and assemblies increase the value of a 
recycled OEM part. For instance:

Doors may include – hinges, wiring harness, 
moldings, trim panel 
Deck lids may include – hinges, appliqué, insulator, 
pull down motor, spoiler
Fenders may include – moldings, inner skirt, emblems
Quarter panels may include – moldings, interior trim, 
quarter glass regulators, 
Hoods may include – insulator, ornamentation, latch, 
hinges and information labels
See Appendix for ARA Recycled Parts Guide (page 61)

Ecommerce for part searches and purchases can create 
efficiencies for the customer.

Best in class recyclers employ superior business practices 
to improve internal business efficiencies and this 
translates to greater efficiencies in the collision repair 
process.
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Challenges & Opportunities
Increased involvement by foreign buyers in the US 
salvage market has increased the number of salvage 
vehicles being exported thus decreasing the supply of 
recycled parts in the US.

Increased development of applications for sourcing and 
procuring recycled parts creates concerns for recyclers. 
Multiple applications may require additional monitoring 
which will require the recycler to stretch their resources.

Complete industry standardization in the use of damage 
codes and parts descriptions has been difficult to 
implement.  Not yet recognized and understood by the 
majority of the collision industry or insurers.

Ecommerce applications tied to current estimating 
applications may enhance the ability of the recyclers to 
obtain accurate demand data. This information flowing 
into the yard management systems will create a more 
dynamic process in determining salvage vehicle 
purchasing needs, parts inventoried, pricing guidelines 
and fill rates.  

Recycling Associations are working together to create 
needed training programs and certification processes.  
Joint efforts in this regard will lead to enhanced 
standards, improved processes and superior customer 
service.
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